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Preface

During my specialist rehabilitation medicine training in Cambridge, I tried to

find a suitable text to refer to when dealing with the usual mix of cases seen in

a typical neurological rehabilitation service. I found many excellent large

reference textbooks and also a few pocket books with a wealth of information.

However, the popular books were either neurological texts concentrating

mainly on neurological disorders as a primarily diagnostic challenge or

general rehabilitation texts with a generalist approach and lacking the

boldness of the standard medical texts in suggesting management plans from

a medical perspective.

I wanted two main things: firstly, to know the medical management of the

cases I saw and secondly to have an overview of the management of other

impairments usually dealt with by other members of the team, such as

psychological, physical or communication disabilities.

This book is trying to address such common issues. It is not intended as a

comprehensive text covering all or even most of the common scenarios seen

in a neurological rehabilitation setting; however, I hope that it will cover

many common but difficult issues. The book takes the approach of pre-

senting material as case histories. The case itself does not usually present a

diagnostic problem but it is intended to set the scene for a discussion of a

complex neurological rehabilitation issue. My view is that rehabilitation

medicine lends itself to this kind of approach, and I have tried to make the

cases as non-specific as possible to enable the commentary to address more

general issues, probably adopting the mantra of the UK television programme

Panorama (BBC): behind the news there is a story and behind the story there is

an issue. So this book’s philosophy can be, behind the case there is a story and

behind the story there is an issue

The book concludes with 50 Multiple choice questions. I have used this

approach to present important clinical scenarios that were not covered in the

case commentaries. The style of the questions is not dissimilar to that used in

some of the board examinations in Europe and North America. Therefore, I

hope that examination candidates will find the questions useful.

This book is intended mainly for trainees and specialists in neurology

and rehabilitation medicine. However, I hope that all the members of the

ix
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neurological rehabilitation team will find the material useful. I have tried to

present the medical material in an uncomplicated way to allow non-medically

trained clinicians to follow the arguments with ease.

I have avoided long references lists after each case as I feel that at this time,

and thanks to the Internet and sites such as Pubmed and Google Scholar, the

most recent literature is available online for everyone; probably many

ground-breaking papers will have been released by the time the book is

published. I have only suggested two or three references that might com-

plement the information the cases presented.

It is not easy to find randomised controlled trials guiding issues such as

management of frontal lobe cognitive impairments or rehabilitation of

patients with pontine myelinolysis. Therefore, the advice given is based

on both the literature available and the experiences of the author and the

contributors of cases and ideas, who all practise in the UK. I hope that the

book will be valuable for clinicians dealing with neurologically impaired

people everywhere around the world, as I have tried to avoid reference to any

UK laws as much as possible. In a few cases, such laws are mentioned, for

example the sections on mental health, I feel that the arguments can be

generalised to most societies and populations.

I would like to thank my colleagues and friends Ashraf Azer, Janet Blakeley,

Barry Clift, Salem Madi, Carolyn McAllister, Russell Sheldrick and Sarah

Wilkinson for contributing several cases and ideas for the book. I would like

also to thank Jai Kulkarni and Sue Comish for reviewing the text, my wife

Solveig for her help with the manuscript preparation and my publisher

Richard Marley for all his help throughout the project.
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